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ABSTRACT
A wide majority of studies on the effect of
multipath focused on the analysis of the code and phase
tracking errors when only two rays enter the tracking
loops, namely the direct ray plus one difiacted ray.
unfortunately, this condition does not correspond to the
most fiequent situations, where the received signal can
be the discrete s u m of several powerful replicas of the
direct signal. The aim of this paper is to present the
theoretical results of a study that identifies the
performance of the GPS receivers in the case where
more than two powerful rays enter the tracking loops.
The theoretical analysis assuming a triangular
autocorrelation function with an infinite receiver
bandwidth shows that in the case of continuous
tracking, if the summed amplitudes of the reflected
signals is lower than the amplitude of the direct signal,
the code error envelope of the composite signal can be
approximated as the sum of the code error envelope for
each individual ray, except in its transition zones. The
deviation with respect to the linear superposition
assumption is negligible in the ideal case of a triangular
autocorrelation function with an infinite receiver
bandwidth for the narrow correlator DLLs and the
DLLs controlled by linear combinations of correlator
outputs. As the receiver bandwidth decreases, the non
linear effects become more important and the deviation
is increased. These results are confirmed by
experiments on real receivers.

The performance of the proposed techniques is
publicly advertised by plotting the code and phase
tracking error envelopes as a function of the relative
delay of the reflected signal with respect to the direct
signal. Therefore, the end user may only know the
maximum magnitude of the synchronization errors
when only two rays enter the tracking loops, namely
the direct ray plus one diffracted ray.
Unfortunately, this condition does not
correspond to the most frequent situations, where the
received signal can be the discrete sum of several
powerful replicas of the direct signal. For example, the
antenna can be hit by the Right Hand Circular
Polarization (RHCP) line-of-sight signal coming from
the satellite, the Left Hand CP (LHCP) signal reflected
off the ground, and several RHCP signals scattered by a
set of buildings and the ground.
Figure 1 shows an example of combination of
multipath signals engendered by the ground and a
building wall.

I. INTRODUCTION
The tracking performance of the GPS
receivers is highly degraded when the received signal is
affected by multipath propagation. A large number of
studies on the effect of multipath on the code and phase
tracking errors were carried out, as summarized in
[Braasch, 19961.
Figure 1:Combinationof reflected and
diffractedsignals sensed by the receiving antenna

Several studies led to the implementation of
specific structures designed to reduce the multipath
induced errors, like the Narrow Correlator receiver
[Fenton et al, 19911, [Van Dierendonck et al, 19921, the
Multipath Estimating Delay Lock Loop (MEDLL)
[Van Nee, 19941, [Townsend et al., 19951, the
Multipath Elimination Technology (MET) [Townsend
et al., 19941, Strobe and Edge correlators [Garin et al.,
19961, EarlyI-Early2 Tracker [Mattos,' 19961,
Multipath Mitigator Types A and B [Hatch et al.,
19971, Compensated Correlators [Doris, 19971,
Enhanced Strobe correlator [Garin et al., 19971 and

This paper presents the main theoretical results
of a study that aims at determining the performance of
the GPS receivers when the signal is affected by
several multipath. It is often thought that the effect of
several multipath may be extrapolated from the two-ray
envelope error curve by a linear superposition.
However, the discriminators used in practice are non
linear in nature, hence it is not clear if this linear
superposition is really valid.
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The input signal V is first down-converted into the
I and Q channels by mixing it with the in-phase and

Here, we first present the theoretical analysis
that was performed, and some resulting tracking error
envelopes obtained through analytical determination
and by simulation. In addition, we show observed code
tracking errors in the same situations. Finally, we
discuss the validity of the linear superposition above
mentioned.

quadrature outputs of the PLL local oscillator. Then,
these two signals are multiplied by a punctual replica of
the tracked CIA code, and M samples of the resulting
signals are cumulated by the Integrate and Dump (I&D)
filters to form the Zp and Qp data that are later used to
control the PLL and the DLL. In parallel, the initial I
and Q channels are multiplied by a reference waveform
denoted EL composed of a linear combination of code
replicas with specific delays. This product provides a
combination of various correlation values called IDEL
and QDELafter integration by the I&D filters that are
used to drive the DLL.

11. MEASUREMENT MODELS
The CIA signal entering the tracking loops is
the RF signal sensed by the antenna, fed to the RF unit
where it is filtered, amplified, down-converted to
intermediate frequency, sampled and quantized. The
incoming composite CIA signal for one single satellite
is modeled as follows:

The Zp,Qp,ZDELand
samples are then
combined in a non linear fashion to form the PLL and
DLL discrimination tensions VPLLand VDLL.These
discrimination functions are finally filtered and fed to
the PLL and DLL local oscillators.

N
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For example, the discrimination function of the
classical dot-product DLL is proportional to:

k is the discrete time index and T, is the internal
sampling period of the receiver.
0
0

0

0

0

fo is the intermediate frequency of the receiver.
N+I is the total number of replicas entering the
loops. The line-of-sight signal is denoted with
subscript 0.
Ai is the amplitude of each replica, and D is the
P/NFWL navigation message.
C'is the CIA code as filtered by the RF unit, and nf
is the filtered additive noise.
q and 4 are respectively the total group and phase
propagation delays of each ray.

where

I

The operations performed by the tracking loops
called the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) and the Delay Lock
Loop (DLL) are illustrated in figure 2 for a classical
receiver. The aim of these tracking loops is to generate
local replicas of the code and carrier that are
synchronized with the line-of-sight signal. To achieve
these objectives, the loops control local oscillators
whose outputs are continuously compared with the
incoming signal.

S=O

EL( (k-m)T-?(k))

and

(4)

A

In these expressions, ?and Bare the code and
carrier phase delay estimates that are applied to the
local oscillators.
The reference signal EL(k) can have various
expressions, among which are:
0

I L , T o other channels...

$)-C(kT,-? + 3)
A (5)

for the Early minus Late DLL, where A is the
Early-Late chip spacing

CPU (Software)

ASIC (Hardware)

EL@)= C(kT,- ? -

BUS

Figure 2: Architecture of a digital GPS receiver
(courtesy SEXTANTA VZONIQUE).
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tracking errors && and
such that the DLL and PLL
discrimination functions are canceled. This was done
assuming that the cross-correlation function R is an
ideal triangular function.
Then, we ran simulations to determine the zerocrossing points of the discrimination functions in the
case of a band-limited receiver for actual C/A codes.

EL@)= C(kT,-?-$)-C(kT,-?+A)
0

- qC(kT, - ? - 4)C(kT, - 2 + $1

(6)

4

for a DLL controlled by a linear combination of
correlator outputs, such as the HRC, the MET,
etc.. .
It can be shown that the discrimination function
has the expression given in (7) when the reference
signal EL(k) is a simple Early minus Late function as in
(9,and when the incoming signal is the signal modeled
as in (1):

0

IV. THEORETICAL CODE TRACKING ERRORS
If several replicas of the direct signal enter the
tracking loops, the quality of the code and phase
tracking operations can be severely degraded, and in
some cases of destructive collaboration between all the
multipath, the loops may even lose lock for some
instants.
For a classical Early minus Late DLL
including narrow correlator DLLs, if the receiver
maintains continuous tracking, if the direct signal is
never blocked, and if the sum of the amplitudes of each
reflected signal inside the DLL is lower than the
amplitude of the direct signal, then the code tracking
error is bounded by half the Early minus Late chip
spacing. This result is explained by the fact that the
Early minus Late loop is not sensitive to any
deformation of the correlation peak outside of its
exploration interval.

delay of ray i and the code delay estimate.
A is the early-late chip spacing.
R is the cross-correlation function of the incoming
filtered code and the locally generated code, as
presented in (8):
M-1

R(E) = C C ( ( k - m)?

- ?)Cy(@ - m)T,- Z)

(8)

m=O

nDu is the contribution of the noise to the
discrimination function.

If the sum of the amplitudes of each reflected
signal is larger than the amplitude of the direct signal,
then the code tracking error may be much larger than
half the Early minus Late chip spacing, as the multipath
signals may cooperate to build a correlation peak far
away from the direct signal correlation peak. As this
case is rarely encountered, it is not analyzed in detail in
this paper and it will be presented later.

In the case of a DLL controlled by a linear
combination of several correlator outputs such as (6),
as can be found in the Strobe correlator, the MET, or
the HRC, the discrimination function is:

dim = & L ( k , A )-2V,,(k,$

(9)

It results from the theoretical analysis that the
extreme values of the code tracking errors are obtained
in two distinct cases:
when the direct signal and all the reflected signals
are in phase
when each of the reflected signals is out of phase
with respect to the direct signal.

The code and phase tracking errors, && and
,
are the deviations between the true group and phase
propagation delays of the direct signal, r, and So, and
.*

their corresponding estimates

? and 0 .

111. METHODOLOGY

One of the consequences of this result is that it
is less probable that the multipath signals cooperate to
arrange perfectly in phase or out of phase with respect
to the line-of-sight signal than in the single reflection
case. Therefore, it is less probable that a receiver hit by
several replicas of the line-of-sight signal reaches the
envelopes of the tracking errors than a receiver hit by
only one reflected ray.

The tracking errors were determined using
theoretical analysis, complete receiver simulation, and
measurements using a signal generator. We only
present here the results of the theoretical analysis and
the simulation results for the two receiver structures
controlled by the reference waveforms presented in ( 5 )
and (6). The characteristics of the tracking error due to
noise were not analyzed, therefore all the results
presented here assume noise is negligible.

For short delays and powerful multipath, the
absolute maximum magnitude of the phase tracking
error is the product of iv4 by the number of rays
entering the PLL, as illustrated in figure 3.

The theoretical expressions of the tracking errors
were obtained by determining the code and phase
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Figure 5 shows the envelope of the code
tracking error for a 0.1 T, - 0.05 Tc linear combination
DLL obtained using (6), in the same case as previously.
As this type of loop is solely influenced by multipath
having short and chip range delays, only three small
non-zero regions exist. The first non-zero region
corresponds to the case where at least one of the rays
has a short delay. In that case, the maximum tracking
error is approximately the sum of the maximum
tracking error induced by each ray. The second and
third non-zero regions are the regions where at least
one of the rays has a delay close to one chip, and the
maximum tracking error of each individual ray can be

w.r.t LOS signal

Figure 3 : Phasor diagram showing that for
extreme confgurations, the absolute maximum phase
tracking error is the product of Y4 by the number of
rays.
However, the phase tracking error envelopes
depend on the combined PLL and DLL performance,
and we only focus here on the code tracking error
envelopes.

COMTRACKINGERRORENVELOPE(aO=l.al=O5a2=04.Al=0 1 Tc.A2=005Tc)

Figure 4 shows the envelope of the code
tracking error for a 0. I T, narrow correlator, in the case
where the signal is the sum of the line-of-sight signal
plus two reflected signals. This figure was plotted using
theoretical expressions obtained using (5), assuming
the CIA code autocorrelation function is an ideal
triangle function, and assuming the pre-correlation
bandwidth is infinite. As we can see in this figure, the
shape of the code tracking error envelope can be
divided in four main regions. The first region
corresponds to the case where both rays combine to
induce non-zero tracking errors, and the resulting
envelope is the box visible in the foreground. Its height
is the sum of the maximum tracking errors induced by
each ray. The second region is the domain where both
rays have a relative delay larger than T c + d 2 , therefore
not influencing the DLL any more. The third and fourth
regions are the regions where one of the ray has gone
out of the area of influence of the DLL, and only
remains the tracking error due to the closest ray.
CODE TRACWNG ERROR

A 3 DELAY IN CHIPS

AI

0

0

A%, DELAY W C W S

summed, except if one of the rays has a short delay.
Figure 5: Code tracking error envelope for 2
reflected rays with a total amplitude € LOS amplitude
(0.I Tc-0.05 Tc DLL).
As introduced previoulsy, in most of the
situations, these envelopes coincide with the sum of the
single envelopes obtained for each individual ray,
except in their transition zones.
For a narrow correlator receiver, this happens
when the relative delays are close to 0 or 1 chip, as we
can see in the diagonal cross section presented in figure
6.

ENVELOPE (W1,A1=0.5A2=0.4.A=O.1 Tc)

0 -0

DELAY N C W S

A? DELAY IN CHIPS

Figure 4: Code tracking error envelope for 2
reflected rays with a total amplitude < LOS amplitude
(0.I T,narrow correlator DLL).
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Figure 8: Comparison of the true envelope and
the envelope obtained using the linear approximation
assumption for a 0.I T,-O.OST, DLL (diagonal crosssection).

Figure 6: Comparison of the true envelope and
the envelope obtained using the linear approximation
assumption for a 0.I T, narrow correlator (diagonal
cross-section).

CODE lRACKINGERROR ENVELOPE (A51,Al=0.5.A2~04.A 1 4 1 TC)
8,

For a standard 1 chip spacing correlator, the
deviation with respect to the linear addition assumption
is significant, as we can see in figure 7.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the true envelope and
the envelope obtained using the linear approximation
assumption for a 0.I T,-O.OST, DLL (perpendicular
cross-section).
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V. BAND-LIMITED CASE

Figure 7: Comparison of the true envelope and
the envelope obtained using the linear approximation
assumptionfor a 0.I T, standard correlator (diagonal
cross-section).

In order to determine the influence of actual
shape of the cross-correlation function of the C/A
codes, we ran simulations to determine the tracking
errors in the case where the incoming codes are actual
C/A codes filtered by the RF front-end pre-correlation
filter. We chose a large bandwidth of 16 MHz well
suited when manipulating narrow correlation
differences.

For a DLL controlled by a reference signal
that is a linear combination of two Early-Late signals,
the deviation between the true theoretical 3D function
and the linear approximation is less severe, as
illustrated in figures 8 and 9.

Figure 10 shows the envelope of the code
tracking error for a 0. I T, narrow correlator, in the case
where the signal is the sum of the line-of-sight signal
plus two reflected signals. By comparing figures 10 and
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4,we see that the influence of the band-limited actual
C/A codes on the envelope is simply to smooth the
curves and maintain a small non-zero tracking error
past the influence of each ray due to the autocorrelation
sidelobes.
CODE TRACklNG ERROR ENVELOPE (&l .a14S.aM.4. A 4 . 1 Tc)

g
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A 3 DELAY IN CHIPS

Figure 12: Comparison of the true envelope
and the envelope obtained using the linear
approximation assumption for a 0.I Tc-0.O5T, DLL
(diagonal cross-section).

A? DELAY IN CHIPS

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figure 10: Code tracking error envelope for 2
reflected rays with a total amplitude < LOS amplitude
(0.1 T, narrow correlator DLL with a 16 MHz
bandwidth)

In order to verify the theoretical results that
are presented in this paper, we collected observed code
measurement errors by connecting a receiver to a GSS
GPS signal generator. The signal generator was set to
generate signals for two different PRNs with the exact
same orbit. The output power was increased by 15 dE3
with respect to the nominal, and SA and atmospheric
effects were turned off. Two attenuated and delayed
replicas of the signal for one of the PRNs were
generated. Raw measurements were collected, and the
difference between the code measurements for both
PRNs are the code tracking errors.

Figure 1 1 shows a diagonal cross-section of
figure 10 (solid curve) compared to the envelope
obtained with the linear superposition assumption
(dashed curve). As we can see, the error between both
curves reaches two meters for that case.
COOE lRACKINGERROR ENVELOPE (AO=l,Al=O 5.&?2-0.4. A'O.1 Tcl

To check the validity of this technique, we
first plotted the code tracking error envelope for a 0.1
Tc narrow correlator receiver, which is shown in figure
8. As we can see, this observed envelope is consistent
with the theoretical envelope.

Figure 11: Comparison of the true envelope
and the envelope obtained using the linear
approximation assumption for a 0.I T, narrow
correlator with a band-limited actual C/A code
(diagonal cross-section).
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This paper shows the theoretical results of an
analysis that aims at determining the performance of
GPS receivers tracking a signal degraded by more than
one multipath. The results presented here focused on
the code tracking error envelopes when the sum of the
amplitudes of the reflected signal is lower than the
amplitude of the line-of-sight signal.
We show that when the incoming signal is
composed of the direct signal and several replicas of
this signal, assuming a triangular autocorrelation
function with an infinite receiver bandwidth, the code
tracking error envelope can be approximated as the sum
of the code tracking error envelopes expected for each
individual ray, except in the transition zones of these
envelopes.
In these transition zones for the ideal
autocorrelation function, the deviation is small as a first
approximation in the case of a narrow correlator
receiver,, but the approximation error is highly
degraded when the correlator spacing is widened.
In the case of a DLL controlled by a linear
combination of correlation values, the approximation
error in the transition zones is also small in the ideal
case, if the chip spacings used are narrow.
As the receiver bandwidth decreases, the non
linear effects become more important and the deviation
with respect to the linear superposition assumption is
increased.

CODE TRACKING ERROR ENVELOPE (aO=l.al=0.5.a2=0.4. A=l Tc)

1.5

1

VII. CONCLUSION

Figure 9 shows the observed code tracking
error envelope for a 1 Tc standard correlator receiver.
Figure 10 shows the observed code tracking error
envelope for a 0.1 Tc narrow correlator receiver.

1

I
0.5

As we can see from these plots, the non linear
effects are extremely important for short multipath
delays, especially for wide correlator receivers.

Then, we collected measurement errors when
the receiver is tracking a GPS signal affected by 2
reflected rays. In order to simplify the data collection
process, we first collected measurements for 2 reflected
rays that have an identical relative delay. Therefore, the
results obtained can be used as a verification of the
diagonal cross-sections plotted in figure 6 and 7 in the
unlimited bandwidth case, and in figure 11 for the band
limited case, for a 0.1 Tc narrow correlator.

0.5

.................

Figure 10: Observed envelope for a 0.1 T,
narrow correlator (diagonal cross-section).

single reflected ray with relative amplitude 0.25. This
plot was obtained with a 0.1 Tc narrow correlator
receiver.

0

'

J

2

Figure 9: Observed envelope for a I T,
standard correlator (diagonal cross-section).
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Van Dierendonck A.J., Fenton P. and Ford
T . (1992) (( Theory and Performance of Narrow
Correlator Spacing in a GPS Receiver )), proceedings
of ION National Technical Meeting, San Diego,
January 27-29.
Van Nee R., Siereveld J., Fenton P. and
Townsend B. (1994) (( The Multipath Estimating Delay
Lock Loop : Approaching Theoretical Limits )>,
proceedings of IEEE PLANS 94, Las Vegas, April 1115.

These theroretical results were confirmed
using observed results in the case of a standard and a
narrow correlator receiver.
The next results to be presented are the phase
tracking error envelopes for these receiver structures,
and the code and phase tracking errors for other
structures. In addition, we will present the
characteristics of the code tracking error when the sum
of the amplitudes of the reflected signals is larger than
the amplitude of the direct signal.
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